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Are you starting a literacy program and want to know how to evaluate it? Have you been running a family
engagement initiative for a while and want to know if it is working? Are you already evaluating your program but
want to make sure you are on the right track? Evaluation needs and capacity are varied, but one thing is true
across the board: Organizations need to frame their evaluation efforts in a comprehensive way that brings their
program components together and explains how day-to-day implementation may yield the intended effects.
At the Harvard Graduate School of Education, lecturer Candice Bocala trains future program evaluators in the art
of supporting organizations to engage in cycles of ongoing inquiry and improvement using theory-based
evaluation. Students in her class form small teams, and, as part of their field experience, “consult” with nonprofit
organizations on developing program evaluation plans. The students and their partner organizations work
together over a six-week period and address any evaluation needs the organizations might have at that particular
time.
Harvard Family Research Project had the opportunity to talk with
several graduate students taking this class and the three partner
organizations they worked with. One message was loud and clear:
No matter how rudimentary or advanced your evaluation plans
might be, developing or refining your theory of change and its
corresponding logic model is essential.

From “Almost Nothing” to a Theory of Change: The Case of
Brain Building in Progress

Defining Terms
A theory of change provides a
comprehensive picture of the earlyand intermediate-term changes that
are needed to reach a long-term
goal. It is usually articulated using
“If” and “Then” statements.
A logic model is a graphic that
illustrates a program’s theory of
change, showing how day-to-day
activities connect to the results or
outcomes the program is trying to
achieve. Similar to a flowchart, it lays
out program activities and outcomes
using boxes, and using arrows to
connect the boxes, shows how the
activities and outcomes connect
with one another.

Sunindiya Bhalla, the senior director of Community Impact at the
United Way of Massachusetts Bay and Merrimack Valley, was very
excited when a group of graduate students from Bocala’s class first
contacted her. Help had arrived to support the evaluation of their
Brain Building in Progress (BBIP) campaign. For the last three years,
Bhalla’s organization and the Massachusetts Department of Early
Care and Education had been implementing a public awareness
campaign to convey the importance of investing in early learning.
They focused on optimizing “brain-building moments,” that is, informal learning experiences that adults can
create anytime, anywhere to promote children’s brain development. Bhalla and her staff had discussed the need
to determine the success and impact of the campaign but were not sure how to go about it: “We didn’t actually
have a lot in place. Any sort of evaluation we did was specific to something we were rolling out to get people’s
opinions. Otherwise, we would just, by word of mouth, ask programs―not in a formal way―what they needed,
what was useful, and things like that.”
Anairis Hinojosa, one of the graduate students who worked with BBIP, was eager to apply what she had learned
about theory-based evaluation. In their initial conversations, Bhalla had indicated the program’s need for a road
map to understand how it was reaching its top three audiences: direct caregivers, service providers, and civic
groups. The program needed a theory of how all its components and strategies fit together, and how everyday
activities were having an impact on the intended outcomes for the various audiences. In other words, the
program was in need of a theory of change and a logic model. Hinojosa describes this phase of the work with
BBIP:
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Figure 1. Brain Building in Progress Theory of Change

After several detailed conversations, the graduate
students and program staff developed the first BBIP
theory of change and logic model (see Figures 1 and
2). Bhalla immediately realized the great value of
having these two pieces in place: “This process really
allowed us to see what we’re doing to get where we
want to go.” Everyone at BBIP was able to check on
the program assumptions about how their actions
were making a difference. They were able to
differentiate short-term and long-term outcomes,
and see how their daily practices target different
audiences. They learned that theories of change and
logic models can be developed for the program
overall, or for specific components. More
importantly, Bhalla and the students started to see
their own theory of change and logic model as a
compass for specific evaluation and improvement
plans. They knew that what, and how, they were
going to measure would be guided by this compass.
As Bhalla puts it: “Once we saw our theory of change
and logic model, we realized that they were tools we
could run with.”
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Figure 2. Brain Building in Progress Logic Model
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We Have an Overarching Theory of Change, Now What?: The Case of Somerville,
Massachusetts
The Somerville Public Schools have engaged family and community members in children’s education through the
Somerville Family Learning Collaborative (SFLC) for several years. Sarah Davila, the Somerville Public Schools
administrator of programs, and Nomi Davidson, the director of the SFLC, were familiar with theory-based
evaluation. The collaborative had an overarching theory of change about supporting children’s development and
well-being by enhancing family engagement. In practice, this involved a multifaceted set of strategies: a family
liaison program, a parent‒child initiative, early childhood play groups, and home visiting, among other services.
Even within those programs, the organization managed multiple activities and intended results.
The multilayered and complex nature of the work was an evaluation challenge. With many different program
components and limited resources, it was difficult to evaluate the entire work of the organization. Davila,
Davidson, and the graduate students from Bocala’s class decided to focus first on the family liaison program, since
it was the effort the collaborative wanted to know the most about. Family liaisons worked in each of the 10
schools in the district to connect families with school and community resources. The graduate students and
program staff engaged in an iterative process of developing a theory of change and logic model specific to the
family liaison program. As Davila and Davidson describe: “We had Post-it paper on the wall, and as we talked with
the students, they arranged the different ideas and asked us, ‘Does this represent the logic behind what you are
trying to do?’ And we said, ‘Well, kind of, you know, but this is this or that is that.’ Then we would bring it back to
the actual family liaisons working in the schools and ask them the same question, ‘Does this represent the work
you do?’ And then, the model would change, it would go back and forth.” The students wanted to make sure that
the logic model accurately represented the different stakeholders’ perspectives on how the strategies
implemented related to what they intended to achieve. Figure 3 (on the next page) shows the final version of the
family liaison program’s theory of change and logic model.
For the Somerville Family Learning Collaborative, developing a logic model with a clear and focused scope was a
key step. Once the staff invested time and energy in thinking carefully about what they were doing for the family
liaison program and why, they were able to reproduce the process for all other components of their program:
“We ended up with a logic model that actually became the model that we’ve been able to vet throughout
everything else we do in our program. It was a very helpful process with a very helpful product,” notes Davila.

Five Steps for Developing Your Program’s Logic Model
Step 1: Determine the appropriate scope for the logic model.
Step 2: Identify your model’s components.
Step 3: Draft the logic model.
Step 4: Use your logic model as an evaluation framework.
Step 5: Revisit your model often and use it as a learning tool.
Read more at http://www.hfrp.org/publications-resources/browse-our-publications/learning-from-logic-models-anexample-of-a-family-school-partnership-program
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Figure 3. Somerville Family Learning Collaborative and Theory of Change for the Family Liaison Program
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Taking a Step Back to Update and Refine a Theory of Change: The Case of Boston After
School & Beyond
As organizations implement and scale programs, they tinker with their interventions. They identify new needs,
reevaluate strategies, and adjust program activities to try to get closer to meeting a program’s goals. Rapid
expansion compels organizations to reexamine their program assumptions and to ensure that existing evaluation
models capture the relevant activities and outcomes. This was exactly what was happening at Boston After School
& Beyond (BASB), a well-established organization that mobilizes community partnerships to expand afterschool
and summer programs, and other expanded learning opportunities for children in the city of Boston.
As an intermediary organization, BASB provides training and support to partner organizations to strengthen and
supplement their work. When BASB began measurement work six years ago, the focus was on testing innovative
strategies and documenting partner programs’ impact on students. As a systemwide out-of-school time
collaborative grew from these demonstration projects, BASB and its partners shifted to evaluation for continuous
program quality improvement and scaled this evaluation approach across its portfolio of work. Katie Tosh,
program director of Measurement and Outreach, explains: “As BASB moves toward more systems-level work, we
recognized a need to evaluate our approach as a whole. We’re increasingly thinking about formative evaluations
so that we can further explore why and how outcomes are happening.”
As BASB staff took a step back and embarked on a self-reflective process, they first examined the organization’s
existing theory of change. They quickly realized it was outdated. Tosh recalls: “We observed some disconnect
between that theory of change and the work we were actually doing at the time.” The timing for Bocala’s
graduate students to offer their services could not have been better. Tosh and the students agreed on an action
plan that involved students talking with BASB staff and other stakeholders to learn about what BASB does and
how it defines organizational impact, to update the theory of change, and to develop a logic model (see Figure 4)
for the entire organization.
This was a productive experience for everyone. Babe Liberman, one of the students working with BASB, talks
about the value of having engaged in this process and of taking the time to think carefully about the theory
behind this approach.
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BASB had been running a great variety of projects that were coming from separate funding streams and
consequently “siloed off” from one another. Starting with the fresh perspective offered by the logic model
developed by the graduate students, BASB staff engaged in an extensive strategic planning process and further
modified the theory of change and integrated logic model, resulting in a refined organizing tool that compiles
different dimensions of their work in a cohesive manner. This gives BASB an opportunity to establish organizationwide outcomes on which it can measure progress. More importantly, BASB now has a clearer picture of how its
various projects collectively contribute to measurable, systemwide impact.
Figure 4. Boston After School & Beyond Theory of Change and Logic Model

What Is In Common?
Although the three organizations had different evaluation needs, they also shared common experiences by
working with the graduate students. First, all three organizations benefited from immersing themselves in a
process of questioning and refining their program logic. They were able to organize complex and multilayered
programs into logic models of what they do, whether in a broad or a more focused manner. Second, the process
of reexamining their program activities and outcomes was iterative. The organizations generated drafts and
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refined them over time as they talked to different internal stakeholders. They also embarked on an inclusive and
collaborative journey: Theories of change and logic model development required a dialogue among the program
directors, the graduate students, and program staff. Last, the theories of change and logic models positioned the
organizations to start thinking about what is most commonly understood as evaluation: measurement and
methods. They all reported to be ready to take the next steps, such as to:
1. Formulate evaluation questions that align with the theory of change and logic model;
2. Determine a research design that will ensure valid and reliable results and that fits with the program
needs and resources;
3. Select instruments or tools that best help measure the processes and outcomes of interest;
4. Prepare for data collection and analysis; and
5. Share findings with all program staff and identify actionable items for improvement.

Access this publication online
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